
EXCLUSIVE OLFACTORY EXPERIENCES

Discover beautiful and unique places following your nose



BRAVANARIZ 
is a Spanish natural
perfume brand

We capture the essence of the wild
landscapes of the Empordà region, in the
northeast corner of Spain, distilling its
Mediterranean essence in each flask.



100% Natural Niche Perfumes

BRAVANARIZ's Scents

Our perfumes are made solely with
local plant life, most of which have

been gathered by hand with full
respect for the environment.

 

Our fragrances are one of the
most exclusive, original and

disruptive olfactory proposals of
the niche perfumery scene



Our olfactory experiences



Apart from creating and selling 100%
original perfumes, BRAVANARIZ
promotes olfactory experiences
designed ad hoc to satisfy your needs.  

We organize exclusive activities where
you can connect with nature through
smell and capture the essence of a
special natural place.

A Tailored
Experience



Enjoy a journey through stunning landscapes



Connect with your senses



Experience the whole process



Your
experience in
a bottle

You will literally harvest,
distill, and elaborate on site a
fragrance that will capture your
personal experience with us



Ernesto Collado
will guide you 
In addition of being the founder of
BRAVANARIZ and a niche perfumer,
Ernesto  is a prestigious theater maker,
popular tv actor and a great
communicator. 

Learning about plants and fragrances
with him is a fascinating experience



Apart from
our olfactory
captures, we
design many
other
experiences:

Performative Talks

Rediscover your sense of
smell with an olfactory

tasting led by a perfumer

Workshops

Discover the secrets of wild
harvesting and ancestral

perfumery techniques

Team Building Activities

An experience in the middle
of the nature that allows

you to reconnect



We can offer snacks,
a natural wine
tastings or real fancy
meals surrounded by
nature or in a nearby  
fine cuisine
restaurant. 

Catering
Service
Available



Tell us what you have in mind
and we will make it happen



info@bravanariz.com
www.bravanariz.com


